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1. Consider the linear process  

 
0t j t jj

x ∞

−=
= θ ε∑  (1) 

where { , }t tε −∞ < < ∞  is an independently and identically distributed sequence 
with mean 0 and variance 2σ , and the moving average weights satisfy 

2
0 jj

∞

=
θ < ∞∑ .  

a) Compute formulae for the variance and the mth autocovariance. Is the process 
strictly stationary (SS)? Is it wide-sense stationary (WS)? Explain.  

b) Is such a process always ergodic (E)? Is it always mixing (M)? If your answer 
in either case is “no”, can you suggest a further condition sufficient to ensure 
that the stated property holds? 

c) Is the process weakly dependent (WD)? If so, why? If not, can you specify a 
condition that ensures this property holds? 

d) Show that the stable first-order autoregressive process can be cast into the 
form of equation (1). Which of the properties denoted SS, WS, E, M and WD 
above hold in this case?   

 

2.  

a)  Let tx and ty  be martingale differences (m.d.s) with respect to a filtration tF . 
Which of the following sequences are also m.d.s with respect to tF ?   

 i)  t t tz x y= + ;    ii)  t t tz x y= ;    iii)  1t t tz x y−= ;   iv) 1t t tz x y−= + . 

b) Now assume that ty  is a m.d. with respect to tF  , as in part (a), but tx  is not 
an m.d. although it is integrable and adapted to tF .  Also assume that the 
processes tx  and ty  are independent of each other. What are the answers to 
questions i)-iv) of part (a) in this case? 

c) Next, assume that ty  is a m.d. with respect to tF  and tx  is a m.d. with respect 
to a “larger” filtration tH , having the property  1t t t− ⊆ ⊂H F H for each t. 
What are the answers to i)-iv) of part (a) in this case? 

d) Why (briefly) is the martingale concept useful in econometrics?   

 

3. Let a random sequence , 1, 2,3,...tx t =  be defined by the difference equation 

 t t tx ε ηΔ = + Δ  

where 2~ (0, )t NI εε σ  and 2~ (0, )t NI ηη σ  for , 1,0,1,2,t = −… … , and 0 0x = . 
(Note: “NI” means “is independently and normally distributed”. Δ is the difference 
operator.)  
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a) Calculate the variance, and the first-order and second-order autocovariances, 
of txΔ .  

b) What type of process is txΔ ? How do its dependence properties depend on the 
parameters 2

εσ  and  2
ησ ? 

c) Is tx  an integrated process? Explain. How (briefly) could you test this 
hypothesis?  

 

4. Consider the ARMA(1,1) model  

 1 1 1 1 1| | 1t t t tx x − −= α + λ + ε + θ ε λ <  

where the sequence { , }t tε −∞ < < ∞  is i.i.d. with mean zero and variance 2σ . 

a) What do you mean by quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimation of α , 1λ , 

1θ  and 2σ  in this model? Explain how the estimators could be computed. 

b) What are the known properties of the QML estimator? How do these differ 
from the properties of true maximum likelihood? 

c) What problems arise with estimation in the case 1 1θ = −λ ? 

 

5.  

a) Write down the Yule-Walker equations for the first-order autoregressive 
process  

 1 1t t tx xλ ε−= +  

where 2~ (0, )t NIε σ . Solve these equations for the parameters 1λ  and 2σ .   

b) Obtain estimators of the parameters by substituting the autocovariances with 
their sample counterparts.  

c) Distinguish between the exact and approximate maximum likelihood 
estimators of these parameters.  

d) What can you say about the respective properties of these estimators and the 
estimators obtained in part (b)? 

 

6.    

a) How could you test for the presence of conditional heteroscedasticity in a time 
series? 

b) Consider the GARCH(1,1) model  

 2 2 2
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1~ (0,1), 0, 0, 0, 1.

t t t

t t t

t

x

x
iid

− −

= ε σ

σ = ω+α +β σ

ε ω > α ≥ β ≥ α +β <
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What are the properties of the process tx ? Is it white noise? Is it wide-sense 
stationary? Is it strictly stationary? How are your answers to these questions 
different in the case 11 1α +β =  ? 

c) Show that the GARCH(1,1) model also has a representation as an ARMA(1,1) 
model in transformed variables. Be careful to explain the properties of the 
error term in this model. 

d) How would you estimate the model in part (b)? 

  

7. Discuss the problems that arise in attempting to test the weak dependence property 
in time series. Do similar problems arise in tests of the unit root hypothesis? 

 

8. What do you understand by “long memory” in time series? Review two 
contrasting models of long memory that you know of. Explain how the concept of 
fractional integration relates to these models. 

 


